AMETHYST WORLD

Due to its variety and diversity, Amethyst Welt Maissau is an adventure the whole day round! The main attractions are the Amethyst Tunnel, the Precious Stone House, and the Treasure Seeker's Field.

An additional fascination offers the Amethyst Park as special place of power. Spaciously created with seven theme-gardens, it invites to energize and to linger on the Path Of Chakras or the Recharging Point.

At Amethyst-Cafe, refreshments and local delicacies are served. Austria's largest mineral- and gemshop offers an unique shopping adventure. Designers of the Jewellery Workshop create individual jewelry with beautiful precious stones.

Amethyst Welt Maissau holds fascination for all ages.

AMETHYST WORLD: A VARIETY OF ADVENTURES!

AVENUREPARADISE

For kids who are not tired after Amethyst Tunnel Precious Stone House and Treasure Seeker’s Field, there is the large Adventure Playground for great outdoor activities.

The new Animal Adventure Forest invites to make friends with goats, sheep, and bunnies.

The Max Dachs – puzzle book attends kids with funny puzzle – quests during the guided tour.

Amethyst Welt Maissau shows us a completely new, thrilling and entertaining dimension of family excursions – only 55km from Vienna!
AMETHYST TUNNEL

The centerpiece of Amethyst Welt Maissau is the world’s largest exposed Amethyst belt.
The easily accessible tunnel in a depth of 12m shows on a length of 40m the unique purple of this one-of-a-kind natural spectacle. The guided tour provides an insight into history, origin and importance of the Amethyst.
Duration: approx. 1 hour, access only with guided tour.

PRECIOUS STONE HOUSE

The Precious Stone House of Amethyst Welt Maissau charms the visitor with the colorful shining brilliancy of the most beautiful gems of all forms, colors and sizes. Meteorites from the unknown vastness of the universe are shown and can even be touched.
Treasure Chamber Austria shows findings from the vicinity and year-round exhibitions introduce one special gemstone at a time.
Duration: approx. 1 hour, access only with guided tour.

TREASURE SEEKER’S FIELD

Visitors can try their luck in digging at Treasure Seeker’s Field. With some effort, big and small treasure hunters will be rewarded with their very own beautiful find.
All those who don’t discover their own stone will get a rough amethyst out of the treasure chest for free.

DIG FOR YOUR VERY OWN AMETHYST!